
Superb Accuracy
� Uniquely shaped spinner

discs work together to

provide an accurate,

controlled, even spread

regardless of materials! 

� A Transpread digital

tachometer comes

standard with all

Transpread Spreaders

when not fitted with

ComputerSpread option.

This enables the operator  

to accurately monitor the

spinner speed.

Proven History and Performance.
Around the world, for over 50 years of

development and use in some of the most

punishing conditions across the world. 

Transpread spreaders continue to sell

better due to the expert design and

experience. Patented technology means

you can’t get better accuracy, reliability

and quality from any other spreader.

Speed Related Ground Drive.
No more guess work with rates and speed,

simply set  the 3 speed gearbox and door

opening and drive any speed you like. Or fit

ComputerSpread and have computerized

control

Optional Attachments
� All have the option of being fitted with

Transpread ComputerSpread controls for

super accurate spreading and can be

manufactured out of  Stainless Steel

          

Spreading  compost at 10,0000 kg per Ha.



Twin 500 mm wide

drag chains feeding

two 775 spinners. 

Capable of

spreading up to

1000 cu mtr. per

day.

Several models

available ranging

from 8 cu. mtr. to

20 cu. mtr.

Increase your

capacity to spread

these types of

material. Can be

used on chicken

litter, barn and

loafing pad waste, compost, lime, fertiliser and many other products. Invest in a TRANSPREAD and

watch your tonnage grow. 

The Transpread 1000 Spreader comes fitted with under floor return system giving it the ability to

spread almost any product. 

 Chain Feed Quality
� The excellent Transpread designed chain provides reliable and constant feed to the spinner discs. 

� Easily spreads all types of materials from lime to compost to fowl manure 

� Chain conveyor gives reliable, effective and accurate spreading on hilly or uneven ground

          

� Steel or Stainless

� Dual Chain Feed

� Low Maintenance 

� Spinner Speed Readout

� High Torque motors

� High capacity Gear box

� Light Weight

� 5m3 to 22 m3 Capacity

� 1000 mm Wide Chain

� Easy Loading

1000 mm wide feed system.


